### Description
- **REV**: REV
- **Date**: 8/20/04
- **CJD - REV RELEASE**: 1
- **FORMAT UPDATE**: 2
- **REvised TO SHOW ASIAN MANUFACTURED PRODUCT**: 8/26/08
- **NOTES**:
  - PRODUCT IS ROHS COMPLIANT
  - ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETERS
  - PACKAGING: 60 PIECES/CARTON
  - FLAME RATING: F1
  - ARATING: 13 AMP/125 VOLTS
  - CORDGRADE: 16/3 SJT, 60°C BLACK

### Diagram
- **Dimensions Without Notice**: 180x220
- **Fold & Tie**: PACKAGING
- **2286776**: 2286776

### Notes
- VOLEX RESERVES THE RIGHT
- CONSTRUCTION WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN CONSENT OF VOLEX INC.